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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to testify today. My name is Marc Rotenberg, and I am the President of the Electronic Privacy Information Center. EPIC was established to focus public attention on emerging privacy and civil liberties issue. I also teach Information Privacy Law at Georgetown University Law Center. I want to thank you for holding this hearing today and also thank Chairman Conyers for his May letter to Facebook.

EPIC has a particular interest in privacy and social networking services. We filed two complaints at the Federal Trade Commission in the last year following decisions by Facebook to change its privacy policies and the privacy settings of its users. We also filed a complaint when Google introduced Buzz, its social network service, because the company essentially opted in all of its Gmail users. We believe it is vitally important to protect the privacy of users of these services, and many users agree.

To be clear, we do not object to social network services—they are enormously valuable—but we do believe that there are serious privacy risks to users resulting from the actions of Facebook that should be pursued. In some instances, we believe that laws were violated and investigations should go forward. In other areas, it may be necessary to enact new laws.

In my testimony today, I will discuss the growing importance of Facebook, the privacy risks to users, and the problems with the current approach to privacy protection. I will also point out that these concerns are widely shared among Facebook users and have been well documented by news reports, user campaigns, and survey data.

Because of the failure of the Federal Trade Commission to take meaningful action to address these problems, I will recommend that the Committee expand statutory privacy safeguards until Title 18 and specifically revise section 2701 of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (“ECPA”) to limit the ability of companies such as Facebook to disclose user data to third parties, such as application developers and web sites without meaningful opt-in consent.

This change in law will not prevent Facebook from disclosing personal information about its users to third parties. It will simply make the company more transparent and more accountable, and it will give users greater control over the collection and use of their data.

Value of Facebook

Mr. Chairman, there is no question that Facebook is an enormously popular and successful social network service. The numbers are well known—more than
500 million users.\(^1\) If Facebook were a country, it would be larger than the United States, Germany, and Japan combined. Also astonishing is the continued growth of the company, particularly outside of the United States. It is not unreasonable to anticipate that Facebook will, in a few years, have more than a billion members.\(^2\)

Facebook is quickly replacing email as a primary communications tool, particularly when many people are involved. In fact, in preparing for this hearing, I posted a note on my own Facebook page and asked friends to provide ideas for this statement.\(^3\) Many people responded – some I knew well, some hardly at all. But almost all of the suggestions were interesting and helpful. The Public Policy Director of Facebook even joined the discussion. So, there was an opportunity to those who were sending ideas to me to also share their views directly with Facebook.

In similar fashion, all across the social network service, people are organizing, gathering information, sharing ideas, and building communities. There were ways to do this before Facebook, but none as effective or as simple. Much like the telephone service, the use is as broad as the interests and needs of the users.

Of course, recognizing that Facebook is enormously successful does not answer the question of whether Congress has a role to play in protecting the public interest. We are dependent today on many popular technologies, including the telephone and email, where public law and Congressional oversight have helped encourage innovation and competition while safeguarding consumers.

Also, popularity in this context is somewhat double-edged. Although the company has many users, many are also not happy; thousands have joined groups on the service decrying its privacy policies.\(^4\) Privacy continues to be the top concern of users and many polls give Facebook low ratings for customer satisfaction and trust.\(^5\)

---


\(^3\) “Facebook| Marc Rotenberg I am testifying this week in Congress on Privacy and Facebook (or as the hearing notice says ‘Online Privacy, Social Networking, and Crime Victimization.’) Your thoughts? Have the changes in FB’s privacy settings created serious problems for users? Examples? Thanks for your thoughts on this.” Available at http://www.facebook.com/marc.rotenberg?v=wall&story_fbid=126089890769520&ref=pf.


Approach to Privacy

Much of the privacy discussion with Facebook typically focuses on what users should or should not post online. But in my opinion, this is a mistake. First of all, most users have a good understanding about what not to post. I have never seen anyone put a credit card number or an SSN on his or her wall. People may post embarrassing photos or sharp comments, but this problem is overrated. Most Facebook users put those actions in context and don’t give them much concern. And Facebook users quickly learn that they can take down photos and update profiles. Online identity is dynamic and the user experience reflects that.

But there is a problem with Facebook users who try to share information selectively—vacation photos with close friends, organizing information for an upcoming event. Facebook has an elaborate system of privacy setting that the company says allows users to decide how much information to reveal to others. For example: You would generally limit your “wall posts” to friends. You might share photos with certain friends. You would probably only give to third party applications, such as Farmville, the information about you that was actually necessary for the application.

In theory, this could be a good approach. In practice, Facebook’s privacy settings have not worked. They are too confusing, too elaborate, too inconsistent, and too difficult for users to make real decisions. Most Facebook users have no idea

---


who their information goes to or for what purpose.\textsuperscript{9} And Facebook always reserves the right to make personal information “publicly available” regardless of what the user chooses.

Several of the people who commented on my Facebook page described the problem. “Mary Mi” said she could no longer limit the availability of her profile information. Another friend pointed out that it was not easy to control comments on photos.\textsuperscript{10} John Nagle wrote that it was basically impossible to turn off certain applications, such as Glifts and pointed out that you often have to go through many screens to set or change privacy settings.

I liked a comment from Ralph T. Castle who said that “the lack of documentation as the single biggest problem in the system.” In his words:

Proper documentation would explain the deeper ramifications of privacy settings (e.g. if you click to say that you "like" something you may receive ads for similar products). Users would then be better empowered a) to make privacy settings and b) to leave FB if they don’t like it.

And then there were very extensive comments from Joanne Edwards about the complexity of the settings, the “triple-step privacy” assurances, the news feed settings, the openness of the defaults, and photo-tagging. Ms. Edwards is also an administrator for several important Facebook groups, including “Millions Against Facebook’s Privacy Policies and Layout Redesigns,” “Protest: Restoring The Age Of Privacy To Facebook’ group,” and “Bring Back News Feed and Wall Privacy Settings’ group.” The titles of these groups makes clear the concerns of users, and the groups have tens of thousands of members.

But perhaps most remarkably, I have listened to Facebook experts discuss the privacy settings who quickly became confused. I even heard Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg describe the new changes to his company’s privacy settings only to learn, unexpectedly, that some of his college photos were now available to “everyone.”\textsuperscript{11}

\textsuperscript{10} See note 3, supra.
I am convinced that not even Facebook understands how its own privacy settings operate. And if Facebook cannot understand the privacy settings, how can the users?12

Risks to Users
The problem is serious also because these weaknesses can be exploited by criminals and others. And these data-based crimes can be very difficult to trace back to the source. For example, when a video camera is stolen from the back seat of a car, the owner knows what was taken, approximately when it was taken, and the scope of the damage. But crimes such as identity theft rarely have any of these characteristics. Information can be gathered from several sources. Delay may favor the criminal. The extent of damage is often difficult to determine.13

It is only in those cases where investigations are pursued that the link between a user and a sloppy business practice is likely to be established. One of the most well known examples occurred back in 2005 when the data broker Choicepoint publicly disclosed that it had sold personal information on 145,000 consumers to a criminal ring engaged in identity theft.14 Ironically, the company also sold business verification services, but it did not bother to verify its own sale of consumer data.15

That case was of particular interest to EPIC because EPIC had warned the FTC prior to the incident that Choicepoint’s lax security practices were placing consumers at risk.16 The FTC ignored our complaint and one of the largest cases of identity theft occurred. It was only after the harm occurred that the FTC got involved, ultimately issuing its largest fine for a privacy violation in history.17

---

Finding the tie between the cavalier attitude of social network services toward user privacy and the harms users suffered will not be easy. But reports of specific harms resulting from information made available by these services are available, including instances of domestic violence and “outing.” For example, anonymous blogger “Harriet Jacobs” revealed that her abusive ex-husband gained access to her current location and workplace because of Google Buzz creating automated lists from email contacts without subscriber consent.\textsuperscript{18} Computer science students at MIT looked at a user’s Facebook friends and could predict whether the person was gay.\textsuperscript{19} In another example, a computer science professor at the University of Texas was able to predict a Facebook user’s political affiliation using details from user profiles and friend lists.\textsuperscript{20} And researchers at the University of Maryland, College Park found that users’ gender could be predicted from user profile information, membership pages, and friend lists.\textsuperscript{21}

\textbf{EPIC Facebook Complaints}

Because of the many changes to the Facebook privacy policy, EPIC in collaboration with many other consumer and privacy organizations have asked the FTC to investigate.\textsuperscript{22} To be very clear, when the company changes its privacy policies, there is really nothing the user can do. You can’t even quit and walk away because Facebook makes it very difficult to permanently delete accounts.\textsuperscript{23}

Our complaints to the FTC set out a simple theory – for a company to announce a privacy policy, to sign up a user, and then to change that privacy policy without meaningful consent is an unfair and deceptive trade and practice, or in most

simple terms, a “bait and switch.” That is essentially the problem that Facebook users confronted as well as users of Gmail who find that there email accounts contact information had been made publicly available so that Google could launch a social network service to compete with Facebook.

It is appropriate for the FTC to intervene in these circumstances for the obvious reason that the company is not honoring its part of the bargain but the FTC has been reluctant to do so. That is a problem and has also exposed users to unnecessary risk.

Approaches to Privacy – Regulations, Self-Regulation, Bait and Switch

Congress has taken a variety of approaches to protecting privacy in new online environments. Sometimes, Congress will pass legislation as it did to protect telephone communications many years ago or electronic health records more recently. Congress also passed privacy legislation for email, fax machines, polygraphs, cable television, and many other new services.

Other times Congress may allow industries to regulate themselves under the belief that industry will come up with effective standards that protect consumers. In the privacy world, this self-regulatory approach has always assumed that companies would still remain accountable to their users through the privacy policies that they establish. This means that privacy policies, voluntarily developed by companies, must still be enforceable.

But here is the problem: if the Federal Trade Commission is unwilling or unable to enforce these policies and if individual users are unlikely or unable to bring their claims, then there is no incentive for companies to honor their

---

commitments. They may get hit with bad press, but that simply turns privacy changes into a public relations problem, which companies have learned to manage in a variety of ways. For example, companies might fund “consumer” organizations so that they are less likely to express criticism over changes in business practices.\(^{31}\)

This problem is particularly acute with firms such as Facebook, which are becoming—as Mark Zuckerberg has acknowledged—“social utilities,” essential services that face no meaningful competition in the marketplace.\(^{32}\) But

**Recommendations**

Companies increasingly respond to calls for Congressional action by saying that action by Congress will stifle innovation. But much of the innovation that is being promoted today is not so much about technology, but about marketing. Companies are finding new ways to collect and disclose user data and they do this in ways that make it increasingly difficult for users to understand or control. This is the activity that the companies do not want regulated.

This is evident also in the privacy field where laws have created incentives for better business practices that promote trust and confidence in new services and reduce risks to consumers. For example, many recent privacy laws create obligations for companies offering online services to encrypt communications and stored data.\(^{33}\) Others make consent meaningful through explicit opt-in requirements.\(^{34}\)

For Facebook, one of the simplest and most effective ways to give users meaningful control would be to make explicit in statute the need for the company to obtain explicit, opt-in consent for any disclosure that the company makes of user data to third parties. Most notably, section 2701 of the Stored Communications Act (SCA), part of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA)\(^ {35}\) should restrict more forcefully the ability of service providers such as Facebook to share user data with third parties without explicit opt-in consent from users.

It is obvious and commonsense that it is the user who should decide to whom to disclose their data. Facebook can provide many different services that allow, and even encourage users to share data, but the company should not decide for the user

---

\(^{31}\) For an in-depth explanation of this problem, see EPIC, Privacy Regulation: A Decade of Disappointment, http://epic.org/reports/decadedisappoint.html.


\(^{33}\) See, e.g., Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, 42 U.S.C. § 201 note (2010).

\(^{34}\) See, e.g., Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996, 42 U.S.C. § 201 et seq. (2010); HIPAA Administration Simplification, 45 C.F.R. § 164.508-510.

what information to share. Whenever that occurs, the user has lost control and has lost privacy.

**Conclusion**

Mr. Chairman, Facebook is a tremendous service, with the scope of email, the telephone, and even the Internet itself. It is also the source of many of the privacy concerns of users today. The critical problem is not what users post; it is that the Facebook changes the privacy settings too frequently and Facebook makes it too difficult for users to selectively post information. Self-regulation has not worked because the FTC has been reluctant to pursue investigations. So, EPIC recommends changes to ECPA in Title 18 that would give users greater control of their information and reduce risk when they go online.
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